
2019-2050 Bay Area Seaport Forecast
Virtual Executive Summary with

The Tioga Group
When: Wednesday May 27th 11AM –

12PM PST.
 
 

Join the HTA as we cover the results of
this study done for the San Francisco Bay

Conservation and Development
Commission. The Tioga Group will cover

the technical aspects of the study and
provide summary Cargo Forecasts and
Capacity Projections for the Bay Area

seaports.
 

Speaker: Daniel Smith of The Tioga Group
 

Import/Export Conversation with National
Retail Federation and the Agriculture

Transportation Coalition
 

When: Thursday May 28th 11AM – 12PM
PST/ 2PM – 3PM ET.

 
The HTA is hosting the NRF and AgTC for

an update on the current import and
export markets, shipping sentiment, the

new FMC interpretive rule and how
COVID-19 may forever change America’s

Supply-chain. 
 

Speakers: Jon Gold of the National Retail
Federation and Peter Friedmann of the
Agriculture Transportation Coalition.

 
 
 

PROVIDES BEHIND-THE-FENCE 
LNG AND CNG FUELING STATIONS

FOR HTA FLEETS
 

The only thing that is consistent these days is change and our ability to quickly adapt to these changes
in the market is what sets a successful operation apart from the competition.  
 
CLEANCOR LNG LLC (CLEANCOR) provides behind-the-fence or private LNG and CNG fueling
stations to fleets with alternative fueled vehicles across the nation.  It is no secret that most major
blue-chip companies have private fueling stations for their fleets as they are very aware fueling from
public stations adds a significant amount of time to their daily operations.  
 
CLEANCOR recently installed another mobile behind-the-fence LNG fueling station for a customer
who was sending drivers to a public LNG station more than 10 miles out of the way from their normal
route.  This 10-mile drive was adding more than thirty minutes per truck every day and was causing a
major bottleneck in their otherwise very efficient operation.  
 
A full brick and mortar fueling station is typically excessive and costly, making private fueling stations
out of reach for most companies.  CLEANCOR has several types of mobile/temporary LNG and CNG
fueling solutions for all sizes of fleets without the costly expense of a full permanent station.  We
understand that most of our customers lease their property, which adds to the complication of
building a private station.  
 
CLEANCOR provides a mobile fueling solution that allows our customers of all sizes to achieve all the
benefits of a private station without the expense of a permanent station.  With our flexible and mobile
LNG and CNG fueling stations CLEANCOR is able to customize a fueling solution specific to your
company’s needs.  
 
A CLEANCOR behind-the-fence LNG or CNG fueling station can be deployed in a matter of days with
little to no disruption to your current operations.  In today’s competitive environment it is more
important than ever to adapt to changes and increase efficiency across your operation.
 
 
CLEANCOR is a member of the Harbor Trucking Association. For more information on our Behind-
the-Fence LNG and CNG fueling stations please contact Scott Johns at (949)294-9435 or
SJohns@CleancorEnergy.com

By Scott Johns, President, CLEANCOR LNG LLC

 

UPCOMING WEBINARS

Join us welcoming our new
sponsors & members below.

Thank you for joining the
community and for your

continued support.

Welcome!

Faviola Ochoa
SoCal Gas

New Bronze Member
 
 

REGISTER HERE

https://cleancor.energy/
https://www.harbortruckers.com/event-calendar/

